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Translator’s Note: The following is from the aggadic section of a yortsayt shi‘ur given by R. Soloveitchik in Yiddish 
entitled “A Yid iz Geglikhn tsu a Seyfer Toyre” – “A Jew is Compared to a Torah Scroll.” [The first half of this shi‘ur was a 
halakhic discourse and was printed in R. Joseph B. Soloveitchik, Shi‘urim le-Zekher Abba Mari, Za”l, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: 
Mekhon Yerushalayim, 1982/3), pp. 240ff.] The shi‘ur was transcribed by Dr. Hillel Seidman and published originally in 
1959 in Di Yidishe Vokh. Dr. Seidman then republished it, with an introduction, in R. Elchanan Asher Adler (ed.), Beit Yosef 
Sha’ul, vol. 4 (New York: Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary, 1994), pp. 17-67. A Hebrew translation by R. Shalom 
Carmy appeared in the same volume (pp. 68-103). See Nefesh ha-Hayyim Shaar Daled, Perek 11 (h/t Seligsohn) 
The present translation – the first rendering of this shi‘ur into English – was prepared by Shaul Seidler-Feller 
 

Section I: 

A Jew is compared to a Torah scroll. This equation is axiomatic in Halakhah and Aggadah. Let us cite several 

examples, both halakhic and aggadic, of this very equation. 

 

Halakhah 

1) The Gemara says in Shabbat (105b):  

One who stands over a dying person at the time of the soul’s departure is required to rend [his garments]. To 

what is this comparable? To a Torah scroll which was burned. 

 

When one is present at the death of a Jew, of every Jew, one must tear keri‘ah. Why is that? For when a Jew 

passes away, a Torah scroll disappears along with his death, and at the burning of a Torah scroll, one is 

obligated to tear keri‘ah. 

Rashi’s words on that Gemara in Shabbat are interesting:  

[One must rend one’s garments when a Torah scroll is burned] as we say in Mo‘ed Katan (26a) regarding the 

scroll which Yehoyakim burned, “They did not fear nor rend their garments.”1 So, too, is the soul of an Israelite, 

when it is taken, similar to this, for there is no [completely] empty person in Israel who has no Torah in him and 

has not fulfilled [any] mitsvot. 

 

2) In the Gemara in Megillah (26b), it is said:  

And Rava said, “One buries a Torah scroll which wore out next to a Torah scholar.” 

 

Rambam rules that “one places a Torah scroll which wore out or was invalidated into an earthenware vessel and 

buries it next to a Torah scholar – and that is called ‘its genizah.’”2  

When a Torah scroll is physically destroyed, one must bury it exactly as one buries a person who has died. 

3) The halakhic requirement to stand up before a Torah scroll when it is carried by is based on the mitsvah, 

“Before an elderly man shall you stand and you shall honor the countenance of an old man,”3 which obligates 

each person to honor Torah scholars. 

 
1 Yirmeyahu 36:24. 
2 Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Sefer Torah 10:3. 
3 Va-Yikra 19:32. 



The Gemara in Kiddushin (33b), regarding the requirement to stand up before a Torah scroll, states as follows:  

It was asked: “What is the halakhah regarding standing before a Torah scroll?” R. Hilkiyah, R. Shim‘on, and R. 

El‘azar would formulate an a fortiori argument: if one stands before those who learn it, should one not stand 

before [the Torah] itself? 

 

4) The identification of a living person with a Torah scroll is also symbolically demonstrated, according to the 

Halakhah, in another way. According to the law in the Gemara, at the time of the funeral procession of a Torah 

scholar, a Torah scroll must be carried out [as well]. 

In Bava Kamma (17a), it is said:  

“Our Rabbis taught: ‘“They honored him in his death”4 – this [refers to] Hizkiyah, King of Judah, etc., upon 

whose bed they laid a Torah scroll and said, “This one fulfilled what is written in this.”’ And today, do we do 

this as well? We carry [the Torah scroll] out, but we do not lay it down.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 II Divrei ha-Yamim 32:33. 



 HILEL ZAYDMAN (HILLEL SEIDMAN) (November 27, 1915-August 28, 1995) 

            He was born in Skalati (Skalat), eastern Galicia.  He received a stringently 

religious education, later studying at Warsaw University, and in 1939 he received his 

doctor of philosophy degree.  He contributed to the Orthodox daily newspaper Dos 

yudishe togblat (The Jewish daily newspaper), 1930-1939, and to Moment 

(Moment), 1938-1939.  In the 1930s he was secretary of Kolo, the Jewish club of 

deputies in the Polish Sejm.  He was also secretary at the time for Agudat Yisrael in 

Poland and a leader of Agudah youth.  From 1937 he worked in the archive of the 

Warsaw Jewish community.  In 1939 he was also a member of the Warsaw city 

council.  He co-edited (1939) Dr. Feldshuh’s Idishe gezelshaftlikher leksikon 

(Jewish communal handbook) in Warsaw and Głos gminy żydowskiej (Voice of the 

Jewish community), organ of the Warsaw community.  With the outbreak of WWII, 

he was confined in the Warsaw Ghetto, continued his work for the Jewish 

community, and on several occasions was narrowly saved from “deportations.”  He 

procured papers as a citizen of Paraguay (South America), was held for a certain amount of time in the Pawiak 

prison, but was then sent with a transport of American and English citizens to prison in Vittel, France, from 

which in September 1944 he was liberated by the American army.  In 1946 he came to the United States and 

settled in New York.  From 1946 he was a contributor to Tog (Day) and Tog-morgn-zhurnal (Day-morning 

journal), in which he wrote articles on various topics and for the Friday issue on the “weekly portion of Torah 

and Prophets.”  He was active in Agudat Yisrael and in Poale Agudat Yisrael (Workers for [ultra-Orthodox] 

Agudat Yisrael) in America.  From 1956 he was editor of the organ of religious Jewry in America, Di idishe 

vokh (The Jewish week), in which he ran a column entitled “Di vokh” (The week).  He also published articles 

in: Haboker (This morning) in Tel Aviv; Hamodia (The herald) in Jerusalem; Hadoar (The mail) in New York; 

and others.  In book form, he published in Polish: Szlakiem nauki talmudycznej (On the trail of Talmudic 

studies) (Warsaw, 1934), 81 pp.; Prawda o uboju rytualnym (The truth about Jewish ritual slaughter) (Warsaw, 

1936), 87 pp.; and monographs on oaths according to Jewish law (1937), the religious renaissance of Jewish 

women (1937), the religious school curriculum in the context of Polish legislation (1937), Jewish community 

taxes in Warsaw (1938), and the abolition of the Jewish community in Warsaw in 1820-1822 (1939).  In 

Yiddish, he wrote: Dos yidishe religyeze shulvezn (Jewish religious school curricula) (Warsaw, 1938); 

Geshikhte fun yidn in erets-yisorel (History of the Jews in the land of Israel) (Lemberg: N. Rayf, 1939); A 

kholem vegn a yidishe melukhe (A dream of a Jewish state) (Warsaw: Goldberg, 1939).  While in the Warsaw 

Ghetto, Seidman kept a diary from July 12, 1942 until the uprising at the end of April 1943, later 

published as: Tog-bukh fun varshever geto (Diary of the Warsaw Ghetto) 

(Buenos Aires, 1947), 321 pp.  It also appeared in Hebrew as Yoman geto 

varsha (Diary of the Warsaw Ghetto) (Tel Aviv, 1945/1946; New York, 

1957), with a preface by Yosef Heftman.[1]  He later published: Di sedre 

fun der vokh (The weekly portion of Pentateuch) (New York: Bel Harbor 

Publ., 1965); and many more books. 

Sources: Yonas Turkov, Azoy iz es geven (That’s how it was) (Buenos 

Aires, 1948), pp. 56, 92, 246; Who’s Who in World Jewry (New York, 

1955). 

Zaynvl Diamant[Additional information from: Berl Kagan, comp., 

Leksikon fun yidish-shraybers (Biographical dictionary of Yiddish 

writers) (New York, 1986), col. 261.] 

 



 

 

 















 


